
L E  C A R Q U E L I N  2 0 1 8

While February was overall normal in terms of rainfall, March was much wetter,
mainly in the first two thirds.
The mildness reappeared in April, thus favoring the budburst of the vine
between the 11th and the 16th, which is quite late. The vine grows fast, in line
with the balmy temperatures of April and early May, despite the lack of rain.
Rains become frequent from the second fortnight of May until mid-June.
Mildness is stable during this period, except at the end of May.
Flowering begins early in these humid and mild conditions, between May 26th
and 31st. Balmy temperatures in early June allow flowering to be completed
quickly (in about a week). The end of June is mild and dry. July is warmer than
normal and not very much watered, except for the second third. The end of the
month is very hot, which favors the beginning of the veraison, between the 19th
and the 28th, and thus confirms that the vintage is an early one.
The beginning of August is even warmer but the next two weeks are closer to
normal. August is dry, September is dry and hot. The conditions are ideal for
the harvest, which starts at the Domaine Labruyère on August 30th.

T E R R O I R

Our vineyard spans over 4.4 acres (1.75 hectares). This terroir with light, sandy
clay and acid soil, has low levels of organic matters and presents the typical
pink colour of the Cru. Its granite is highly altered and medium deep.

V I N E Y A R D S

Grape variety : 100% Gamay
Planting density : 4 000 vines per acre / 10 000 vines per hectare
Average age of vines : 50 years
Harvest : Grapes are harvested manually in 15 kg crates before passing on a
double sorting table and are 100% destemmed.

W I N E M A K I N G  &  A G E I N G

The fermentation takes place in a single concrete vat, in order to isolate the
parcel and to express the unique characteristics of its terroir. 
The entire system is thermo-regulated. The wine is aged  for 17 months in oak
barrels and in 600 litre barrel, called "demi-muid", and later in concrete vat for
3 more months. Slight filtration and no fining.

T A S T I N G  N O T E S

(Tasted on July 1st, 2020)
Appearance: Very beautiful intense red-black colour, purple reflections.
Nose: Elegant, airy. Flower notes (violet, rose, peony), with minty and liquorice
freshness.
Palate: Fresh, spicy, juicy cherry. Delicate, digestible and refined tannins.
Ageing Potential: more than 10 years.
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